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Well, I guess I'm just gonna have to go back to Cozumel, then. I'd be more careful, but it's still all there if you have
green http: First off it was quite expensive. We are going to Cozumel on a cruise ship in October, and was wondering if
anyone has ever purchased Retin A at a pharmacy there. Yes, its the real deal. As I said - go hoping for the best, but
don't expect too much They asked fora script in which I showed em' and they sent me on my merry lil' way. I rarely take
anything for my back or any other reason. Soon after my friend and I walked back across the border with 90 Valiums
10mg, 2 bottles of Soma mg easy to get , and an 80mg Oxy. The cabdriver who gave me the valiums also had weed,
ecstasy, ludes, as well as some kinda stim on him at the time. But who cares about them? Just hide it well, and you
should be fine. He also unloaded about Xanaxs as well. Well their economical situation is not the greatest right now so I
bet they will be willing to do some nice trades.I have freinds that buy some things in coz. Most of the pharmacies have
sandwich boards out front that tell you what you can get with no prescription. Valium and 30mg Codeine, both require
prescriptions from a physician that holds the proper license to write them, many can't nor can dentists prescribe
controlled. Cozumel, Mexico. Level Contributor. 5, posts. 13 reviews. Save Reply. Re: Can I buy Valium over the
counter at the pharmacy in Cancun? 6 Aug , AM. Controlled substances now in Mexico need to be accompanied by a
prescription from a Mexican Doctor. You would have to visit a doctor, then they can. Apr 5, - Lordie be, you guys just
mentioned a bunch of drugs I know nothing about. lol. Thanks for the info. You just cleared alot of rumors for me. In the
states you always hear how you can go to Mexico and buy any drug you want. While here you got to go to the dr, pay a
copay, pay the dr bill then pay a copay for. I have read on other message boards that in Cozumel you can purchase
antibiotics, etc. without a prescription. If you want to buy valium which is a controled drug in Mexico too, you can just
show them your prescription and they will fill it and give you back your prescription to show customs if you have to.
uying Prescription Medication in Cozumel, Cozumel. It talks about how you can buy many prescription medications
without a prescription (sounds a little fishy to me). They list some of the meds .. So valium, percocets,tylenol
w/annuncigratuitiweb.com are not allowed to be brought over the border. I would also. For less expensive generic meds
use Farmacia Similares located on Primera at 15 Av. You can generally save a lot there vs. the brand names at the .. very
common practice and probably goes on in large scale still many American tourist pay Mexican doctors for prescriptions
and buy drugs such as Valium. I have prescription bottles for vicodin (I had back surgery and need more) and valium but
do not have an "up to date prescription". I did read you can buy narcotics at certain pharmacies. I also am buying . Do
you remember which 2 places you recommend in Cozumel to purchase from? I have read about. Is it true that I can buy
drugs like Valium and Percodan over-the-counter in Mexico? No! Not any longer! Back in the Sixties and Seventies,
before the Mexican government started enforcing the law, it used to be possible to buy most anything you wanted over
the counter, without a prescription. Today, however, any drug. In case of any problems with the order we will offer you
a free of charge re-shipment or a full refund of the amount. valium kopen zonder recept, valium online italia, valium
over the counter japan, valium delivery australia, online valium overnight delivery, where can i buy valium in bangkok.
can you buy valium in cozumel. May 24, - Doctors cannot find out why so they load swim up with a bunch of nausea
meds, Valium, xanxex and painpills. So I am wondering in Mexico will it be easily obtainable to buy pain meds?
Morphine. Dilaudid. Percocet. Also Valium and xanxex? If so, does swim need a prescription, or in some places not?
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